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Q: How can I gain experience points to level up? On the server list when I open it, it says
experience points are too low to level up. When I level up, what exactly does it mean? I just
want to know how to level up. A: You level up by killing monsters and doing various tasks.
To level up you must have a level and a certain amount of experience. You can't level up

unless you have the requisite experience, which is obtained by doing various tasks. At level 3
you can create a new character, and at level 15 you can delete characters off of the server.
The experience amounts are listed in the bottom left of the server screen. If you don't have

the experience amount that you require, then you must do something to gain that amount. To
gain experience you must either kill monsters, complete activities that yield experience, or

spend skill points. If you don't have the experience needed to level up at a certain level, then
you can't level up. For example, for level 3 you would need to have 2,800 experience points.

To gain the experience you would either kill monsters, complete activities that yield
experience, or spend skill points. To earn experience points you can either kill monsters,

complete activities that yield experience, or spend skill points. To level up you must be near
level 1, have the requisite experience, and the requisite amount of skill points. Either you kill

monsters to gain experience or you spend skill points. The monster count will be higher on
the server you wish to level up on. Each server gives you a chance at learning new skills, and
it will always help if you are near a level 1 area. If you are near a level 1 area and you have

1,600 experience, you should have one chance of learning that skill. If you have 2,800
experience, you should have two chances at learning that skill. Leveling up can be done by

turning in levels, which is the server equivalent of a quest. When you turn in a level, you gain
one level. If you level up on one server, you are said to have "leveled up" on that server. If
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you log in to more than one server at the same time and check your levels, you can level up
by switching servers, and you will also get credit for the leveling up. There are activities that
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